One- and two-photon fluorescence resonance energy transfer microscopy to establish a clustered distribution of receptor-ligand complexes in endocytic membranes.
One- and two-photon fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy, using different bandwidth emission filters and a novel spectral spillover correction algorithm (PFRET algorithm), provides the basis for a quantitative approach to measure receptor clustering in endocytic membranes. Emission filters with wider bandwidth allow for an increased FRET signal and corresponding spillover. Treatment with the PFRET correction algorithm results in increasing correction levels and comparable energy transfer efficiency (E%) values, thus validating our algorithm-based approach. The relationship between E% and acceptor and donor levels and donor:acceptor (D:A) ratio is used to characterize the distribution of receptor-ligand complexes in endocytic membranes. In addition to the standard test for clustering (E%'s independence from acceptor levels), we describe a second parameter: the negative dependence of E% on increasing donor levels and D:A ratio. A donor geometric exclusion hypothesis is proposed to explain this phenomenon. One- and two-photon FRET microscopy assays show that polymeric IgA-receptor-ligand complexes are organized in clusters within apical endocytic membranes of polarized Madin-Darby canine kidney cells.